4/4/09

LITERACY - COMMUNITY (PROGAMS FOR JOHNSON ELEM.)

- CHILDREN'S BOOKS (NURMER OF POP. BOOKS CHILDREN LIKE TO READ)
  - DIFF. AGE LEVELS
    - IDENTIFY THE OVER RIDING MESSAGES
    - IDENTIFY THE INTERACTIVE L.S. STORY ELEMENTS THAT CAN BE EFFECTIVELY INCLUDED IN THE L.S.

- BRAINSTORM ACTUAL HANDS ON ACTIVITIES AND EXPERIENCES THAT COULD RESULT

- IDENTIFY EACH OF THE 5 SENSES AND 8 INTELLIGENCES THAT CAN BE ENGAGED IN EACH ACTIVITY

- GROUP THE BOOKS WITH SIMILAR THEMES (ART, LANGUAGE, CULTURE, AGRICULTURE) TO CREATE GALLERIES AND A SENSE OF ORDER IN THE L.S.

  BOOKS (THREE LIL PIGS, JACK AND THE BEAN STALK, DR. SEUSS, SESAME STREET, GOLDY LOCK)

AREAS = FARM + GARDENING, ARTS + CRAFTS, CULTURE, PRAIRIE + FOREST

OUR AREA ON BLACK TOP - PAINT LINES IN FORMS OF BOOKS - 123 +5
KEEP DIST. FROM BUILDING WINDOWS
- ADD PLANTERS/NESTLES - FORM OF STACKED BOOKS
CREATES COOLING OF BUILDING

BOOKS: "WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE"
"THE CAT IN THE HAT"

- Teacher Crossword Puzzles
- Crossword Puzzles
- Letters of Alphabet shaped as insects Z-A
- Quotes etched into ground
- Giant Magnets/Wordsboard like refrig. game w/ words used to make funny sentence
- Surable
- Seating blocks w/ letters
- Look up High 5's

Letters associated with variables and fruits to be grown in gardens
A - Apple
B - Beans
C - Carrots

- TAKE 5B COURT - MOVE
CREATE BIO SWALE (VGG) WHERE
WATER DRAINS

2 - Buffalo Bill & the Pony Express
3 - Charlotte's Web
4 - James and the Giant Peach
5 - Indian in the Cupboard
6 - Lion Witch and the Wardrobe

- Print out CAD Plan
- Design IDBAZ
- Look for precedents
440 STUDENTS - 530 MAX
53% LATINO / 36.4% WHITE / 4.4% ASIAN / 1.3 NATIVE AM. / 1.4% AFR. AM.
1/3 CLASSES - SPANISH TAUGHT

- HIGHT 5's
  1. FOCUSED ON LEARNING
  2. BE KIND
  3. BE SAFE
  4. BE RESPONSIBLE
  5. BE RESPECTFUL

DR. W. - PLANNING TEAM

- GARDEN
  SCIENCE & WELLNESS LEARNING

SEND:

THINK OF QUESTIONS

1 DRES:

DESIRES

STUDENTS:

16.4% = CLIMBING
14.8% = P.G. EQUIP
10.7% = O.S. CLASS 1ST

13.2% = O.S. CLASS
11.61% = CLIMBING
9.31% = WATER PLAY

TEACHERS:

14.67% = GARDENS/FIELDS
13.33% = SHADE/FOREST
13.33% = P.G. EQUIP.
12% = O.S. CLASS

9:00 AM

- TREES OF KNOWLEDGE
- RABBINGS - READING CIRCLES
- POOLER IN PLACE
- READING WALK
- CONCEPT FOR SCULPTURE/QUOTES

INVIET: STACKED STONE AMP.

3:15-4:15
OPEN BOOK AMPHITHEATER
RAIN GARDEN / BIOSWALE
SPINANUMBER

NUMBERS 1 – 10
ARROW
CONCRETE BOARDER
NUMBER SQUARES

STEEL ANCHOR POLE
ARROW
CONCRETE BOARDER
SPIN A NUMBER / MAGNET BOARDS